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China-African trade exceeds US$ 200 billion in 2013 

 China-Africa trade surpassed the US$ 200 billion mark for the first time in 2013, making China  

Africa's biggest trading partner. China-Africa trade has boomed in line with the Asian country's rise to 

become the world's second-biggest economy, which has been accompanied by a thirst for African  

natural resources to help fuel its growth, according to Times of Oman (Oman). China's growing role 

has also sparked tensions in some countries, with regard to growing concerns with reference to human 

rights as well as apprehensions about resource exploitation, reports Daily Nation (Kenya). 

Environmental expert claims China colonising Africa                   

 Primate researcher, Jane Goodall has accused the Chinese (in Africa) of exploiting African resources 

and raw materials for their own economic growth, claiming that this is no different from colonialist  

behaviour seen in the past, reports International Business Times (USA). Goodall continued that the 

race for resources is putting Africa at an economic disadvantage, and has serious environmental  

implications. She however also said she believes “China is changing”, citing Beijing's recent destruction 

of illegal ivory stockpiles as a positive example, according to The Standard (Hong Kong SAR). 

Senegalese president visits China and defends China engagement in Africa  

 Senegalese President Macky Sall, left Dakar on Tuesday for Beijing on a four-day visit to China.  

Before Sall’s departure he stated that his visit will further consolidate China and Senegal’s diplomatic  

relations, according to China Daily (China). President Sall said that, accusations made against China 

of only being interested in Africa's natural resources can only be explained in the context of  

competition between the continent's different countries, reports FOCAC (China).  

 

Obama-Dalai Lama meeting opposed by China - seek cancelation 

 Caitlin Hayden, a spokeswoman for the National Security Council, said President Obama would meet 

the Dalai Lama "in his capacity as an internationally respected religious and cultural leader. We do not 

support Tibetan independence," she said, adding that the US, "strongly supports human rights and 

religious freedom in China, according to the BBC (UK). China’s Foreign Ministry (CFM) said that 

"China is greatly concerned about the meeting, and has lodged solemn representations to the US 

side". The CFM further said  that the “Tibetan issue is a domestic affair for China” and  that there is no 

other country which bears the right to interfere, reported Xinhuanet (China).  
 

China spends most in world on energy efficiency in 2013 

 China spent more on energy efficiency than the US for the first time, accounting for almost a third of 

the world’s total with US$ 4.3 billion invested in 2013, reports Bloomberg (USA). “By fully embracing 

energy conservation, efficiency and renewables, China has the potential to demonstrate to the world 

that economic growth is possible while sharply reducing the emissions that drive unhealthy air pollution 

and climate change,” according to WWF (International). 
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